Ruby master - Bug #13035
Segmentation fault when using Rails 5.0.0.1 console
12/15/2016 06:52 AM - kevinsapp (Kevin Sapp)

Status: Third Party's Issue
Priority: Normal
Assignee: 
Target version: 
Backport: 2.1: UNKNOWN, 2.2: UNKNOWN, 2.3: UNKNOWN

Description
Following along with the new Rails blog intro, I ran into a segfault when I attempted to run a query from the Rails console.

2.3.3 :001 > Post.first.comments
/Users/ksapp/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.3.3@blog/gems/activerecord-5.0.0.1/lib/active_record/connection_adapters/sqlite3_adapter.rb:27: [BUG] Segmentation fault at 0x00000000000110
ruby 2.3.3p222 (2016-11-21 revision 56859) [x86_64-darwin16]

Related issues:
Is duplicate of Ruby master - Misc #12781: Segmentation fault on macOS Sierra... Third Party's Issue

History
#1 - 12/15/2016 06:59 AM - shyouhei (Shyouhei Urabe)
- Is duplicate of Misc #12781: Segmentation fault on macOS Sierra (sqlite3_adapter.rb) added

#2 - 12/15/2016 07:00 AM - shyouhei (Shyouhei Urabe)
- Status changed from Open to Third Party's Issue

Thank you reporting, this is a known 3rd party issue.

Files
ruby_2016-12-15-093633_Kevins-MacBook.crash 22.5 KB 12/15/2016 kevinsapp (Kevin Sapp)